In this note we establish that finite-time singularities of the mean curvature flow of compact Riemannian submanifolds M m t ֒→ (N m+n , h) are characterised by the blow up of the mean curvature.
Introduction
It is well known that the mean curvature flow ∂ t F = H of submanifolds F t : M m ֒→ R m+n has finite-time singularities characterised by the blowup of the second fundamental form II: Theorem 1.1 (Huisken [4] ). Suppose T < ∞ is the first singular time for a compact mean curvature flow. Then max Mt | II | → ∞.
We will prove that in fact it suffices to consider the mean curvature vector H = tr II: Theorem 1.2. Suppose T < ∞ is the first singular time for a mean curvature flow of compact submanifolds of a Riemannian manifold (N, h) with bounded geometry. Then max Mt |H| → ∞ as t → T .
The blow-up of |H| was previously known for hypersurfaces with H > 0, by work of Huisken and Sinestrari [3] , [2] which established lower bounds on the principal curvatures in the mean-convex setting.
In [7] ,Šešum proved the analogous result for the Ricci flow, namely that | Ric | blows up at a finite first singular time. Our proof is motivated by hers.
Preliminaries
First we recall some evolution equations for the flow.
We use indices 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ m, m + 1 ≤ α, β ≤ m + n. h ijα denotes the αth component of II(∂ i , ∂ j ). H α denotes the αth component of H. g ij denotes the induced metric. R with four indices denotes the extrinsic Riemannian curvature, and R with two indices denotes the extrinsic Ricci curvature. ∇ i denotes the tangential covariant derivative in the direction i. We use the summation convention for upper and lower indices. Lemma 2.1 (Huisken [4] , Smoczyk [6] ). Along a mean curvature flow
By integrating the evolution equation for |∇ s II | and using the Hölder and Morrey inequalities, one can obtain Theorem 2.1 (Huisken [4] , Smoczyk [6] ). Along the mean curvature flow, sup
We also recall Lemma 2.2 (Glickenstein [1] ). Suppose a 1-parameter family of complete Riemannian manifolds (M, g(t)) is uniformly continuous in t, that is, for any t 0 and any ǫ > 0 there is δ > 0 so that
Then for any p ∈ M , r > 0, the metric balls centred at p satisfy:
Proof. Let p, q ∈ M . Let γ : [0, S] → M be a minimising geodesic from p to q for the metric g(t 0 ). Then the distance d g(t0) (p, q) in the metric g(t 0 ) satisfies
The Blow Up
We will prove Theorem 1.2 by contradiction. To this end, assume max
for all t ∈ [0, T ), and that the flow has a singularity at T < ∞. By Theorem 1.1, we know that as t → T , max
By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that all F (p j , t j ) lie in an ambient metric ball B N (R) about some p 0 ∈ N , and choose p 0 so that F (p j , t j ) → p 0 . We can assume R has radius less than the injectivity radius of (N, h).
For any r > 0, suppose
. By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that all the p j lie in one componentM of F −1 0 (B N ( R CT )). The sequel only uses this smaller setM ⊂ M , so we will denote it by M as well.
Consider the flows given by scaling the ambient metric by Q j and time by Q −2 j :
We need to show that by scaling the ambient metric, we induce the same scaling in H. By definition
j h induces the same splitting into tangent and normal bundles as h, so we have
Similarly scaling the ambient metric by Q 2 j scales | II | by Q −2 j , so we have max
It is clear that the (B N , Q 2 j h, p 0 ) converge in the Cheeger-Gromov sense to (R m+n , dx 2 , 0), where dx 2 is the Euclidean metric. In particular, we have a monotone exhausting sequence of open sets V j ⊂ R m+n and embeddings
Again after passing to a smaller spatial regionM ⊂ M , we
As before, we restrict our argument to this smaller region and write M without confusion.
EachF j is a mean curvature flow with respect to the metric ψ * j (Q 2 j h). The second fundamental formsĨI j of theF j are uniformly bounded, so Theorem 2.1 gives uniform bounds on the covariant derivatives of theĨI j . Hence we have uniform bounds on the spatial derivatives ofF j .
Since ∂ tFj =H j , we get bounds on the time derivative ofF j . In fact the evolution of H gives a bound
Thus the derivatives ofF j are uniformly bounded. By the Arzela-Ascoli theorem we have a convergence in any C k to a limit
Proof. Fix i and consider the sequence H ψ * i (Q 2 i h) (F j ) of mean curvature vectors of theF j with respect to the metric ψ * i (Q 2 i h).
Hence splitting into normal and tangent bundles is the same for each ψ * i (Q 2 i h). Since the ψ * i (Q 2 i h) → dx 2 , this splitting is the same as the one from dx 2 . Now letting first j → ∞ and then i → ∞, we have
On the other hand, sinceF j is a mean curvature flow with respect to ψ * j (Q 2 j h),
, so in the limit H dx 2 (F ∞ ) vanishes. Hence the flow is stationary.
Since the limit flow is stationary, we will abuse notation and write F ∞ : M ֒→ R m+n for F ∞ (·, 0).
Adapting the ideas of [7] , we consider the growth of balls in F ∞ (M ). Proof. Let us make the following convention for intersections with extrinsic balls. B ∞ (ρ) will denote the metric ball in (R m+n , dx 2 ) centred at 0 ∈ R m+n . B j (ρ) will denote the metric ball in (N, Q 2 j h) centred at F j (p j , 0). B tj (ρ) will denote the metric ball in (N, h) centred at F (p j , t j ). Note that B j (ρ) = B tj ( ρ Qj ).
Let vol ∞ , vol j , and vol tj denote the volumes induced from the embeddings F ∞ , F j (·, 0), and F (·, t j ) respectively. We also use vol tj to denote the pullback volume F * tj vol tj on the domain manifold M . We have, for any r > 0,
Thus F is uniformly continuous in time. In particular, for any ǫ > 0 there is δ > 0 so that
Then we have, for such ǫ, δ, t, t 0 , that
Since t j → T , we can take some j 0 so large that, for our given ǫ, all the t j with j ≥ j 0 are δ-close. So we can estimate (1) by:
The evolution of the volume form shows that the flow is volume-reducing. So vol tj ≤ vol tj 0 for j ≥ j 0 . Thus we can estimate (2) by
so that the only dependence of the right hand side on j is in the Q j .
Since F tj 0 (M ) is a submanifold, we have lim
Since Q j → ∞, we may take ρ = (1 + ǫ) r Qj → 0. So we have shown
Since ǫ was arbitrary, it follows that vol ∞ (F ∞ (M ) ∩ B(r)) ≤ r m ω m .
The monotonicity formula for minimal submanifolds [5] asserts that vol∞(F∞(M)∩B∞(r)) r m is decreasing as
Thus we have established that F ∞ has euclidean extrinsic volume growth at 0.
Now we consider intrinsic metric balls
Proof. This claim is proved essentially identically to the corresponding claim in the proof of Theorem 2 from [7] . Consider the flow of rescaled metrics g j (t) induced from the rescaled F j (·, t). Their evolution is given by
where H j is the rescaled mean curvature vector and II j is the rescaled second fundamental form. By choice of rescaling, | II j | ≤ 1 and |H j | ≤ C Q 2 j . In particular, |∂ t g j | ≤ 2C, so the g j (t) are uniformly continuous in t in the sense of Lemma 2.2, with no dependence on j.
The uniform continuity of each g j implies the uniform continuity of the original metric g(t). To see this, simply compute the rescaled metrics. We have
. This inequality appears to depend on j, but in fact we may choose one j (say j = 1) and obtain that g is uniformly continuous in t.
Thus we may apply Lemma 2.2 to estimate the metric balls at any time t j by the metric ball at time t j0 , so long as t j −t j0 ≤ δ. Since t j → T , we can pick a j 0 so that this condition holds for all j ≤ j 0 . Let B ∞ , B j , and B tj denote the intrinsic metric balls induced by the embeddings F ∞ , F j (·, 0), and F (·, t j ) respectively, considered as subsets of the domain M .
Since |H| ≤ C, we have using the evolution of dvol that
Since the t j → T , we can take j 0 large enough that vol tj ≥ (1 − ǫ) vol tj 0 for j > j 0 . Then we may continue (3):
We also need an elementary fact about continuous functions. Then φ ≡ ψ. Hence II ∞ (0, 0) = 0. This is the desired contradiction, for | II ∞ (0, 0)| = 1 by construction.
Remark. There are two major differences between the argument we give here and that in [7] . First, the blow-up argument inŠešum's work makes use of Perelman's noncollapsing theorem to get an injectivity radius bound, and uses Cheeger-Gromov convergence of the rescaled Ricci flows. We note that our argument could be stated in terms of the Cheeger-Gromov limit of (M, F * j (Q 2 j h), p j ). Uniform bounds on the second fundamental formsĨI j immediately imply a uniform injectivity radius bound, so this approach would not require a result analogous to Perelman's.
Second, whereŠešum's argument employs the Bishop volume comparison for Ricci-nonnegative Riemannian manifolds, we use the monotonicity theorem for minimal submanifolds.
